
Survey respondents (both workers and retirees) were segmented into five groups based 
on their answers to 13 questions regarding personal confidence in retirement, 
confidence in the Social Security and Medicare systems continuing to provide benefits of 
equal value, and the importance of various sources of retirement income. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 Majorities of both Self-Confidents and Pension Planners would like to and expect 
to retire before reaching age 65. Eight out of ten in each group have personally 
saved money for retirement. Both groups are also more likely than the others to 
report they have attempted to figure out how much money they need to save for 
retirement (51 percent of Self-Confidents and 40 percent of Pension Planners.)  

 Eight out of ten Anxious Unprepareds, Concerned Savers, and Government 
Dependents have not attempted to figure out how much money they need to 
save for retirement. More than three-quarters (78 percent) of Anxious 
Unprepareds have not personally saved any money for retirement. In fact, large 
proportions of both Anxious Unprepareds and Government Dependents report 
they have no assets in retirement savings plans. Anxious Unprepareds, 
Government Dependents, and Concerned Savers on average expect to retire at 
age 65.  

 Pension Planners and Government Dependents report the highest levels of 
confidence in understanding Social Security and Medicare. They also have the 
highest levels of confidence that these systems will continue to provide benefits 
of equal value to those provided today. Concerned Savers, Anxious Unprepareds, 
and Self-Confidents are less inclined to believe they understand the systems or 
that the systems will continue to provide benefits of equal value.  

 When forced to express a preference for changes in the Social Security system, 
Self-Confidents are the most likely (44 percent) to choose benefit level 
reductions over payroll tax increases. When forced to choose among changes to 
the Medicare system, Government Dependents appear to prefer raising the 
eligibility age to increasing taxes or making Medicare like an HMO. Self-
Confidents, Anxious Unprepareds, and Concerned Savers would prefer to see 
Medicare changed to resemble an HMO.  

 


